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Chapter 1

The General 
Snowpack  situation 
Winter 2018/19

In stark contrast to last winter which presented one of 
the coldest in 25 years (see annual report 17/18) the 
winter of  2018/19 was one of the mildest, with sparse 
snow cover and long periods of snow free mountains. 
Dynamic and rapidly changing weather systems 
however presented continually changing situations. 
The particular characteristic of significant and rapid 
snow accumulation, presented sudden snowpack 
instabilities in many areas with associated avalanche 
activity reaching to lower levels. These factors, in 
combination with the scarcity of snow for winter 
activities, will have played a significant part in how 
people engaged with the winter mountains and the 
recognition and management of avalanche hazard.
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Although the winter was generally mild with limited snow cover at times, there 
were significant storm cycles with associated avalanche activity and snowpack 
instabilities. In all there were 5 such storm cycles; the last week of November, a 7 
day period in December, the last week of January into February, a 10 day period 
from the second week of March (Storm Gareth), and finally a 7 day period over 
the first week of April. 

Between storm cycles, a common pattern of mild temperatures rapidly depleted 
the snowpack with many cornice collapses and resulting triggered avalanches, 
providing short term instability. With continued fluctuating temperatures however, 
the snowpack rapidly stabilised and avalanche activity quickly diminished.

The last days of November brought the first significant snowfall showing promise 
of a winter start. This short 10 day period came to an abrupt end with mild 
weather. During this period there were instabilities, with natural and human 
triggered avalanches occurring. In the Northern Corries a climber was carried in a 
triggered avalanche to the corrie floor, fortunately being thrown to the surface 
when the debris settled and escaping shocked but unharmed.

The first significant storm of the winter arrived mid December bringing some 
short lived snow to the highlands once again, but a thin cover with moderate 
snowpack stability in mostly high level locations. Once again a mild period 
followed until the next storm cycle in mid January bringing “proper” winter 
conditions, with cold temperatures and snowpack instabilities developing at 
higher elevations. Human triggered avalanche occurred in Northern Cairngorms 
and Creag Meagaidh.                                       

Later during the first days of early February a Considerable hazard was issued, 
with human triggered avalanches occurring in the Northern Corries, Creag 
Meagaidh and Ben Nevis and a number of parties being carried down by 
avalanches, luckily all escaped unharmed. A Human triggered avalanche was 
also recorded during this period in Torridon.

After a period of milder weather, warm temperatures again stabilised the 
snowpack. This led onto unusual warm conditions which  continued for a number 
of weeks with high summit temperatures in the Mountains.  During this period a 
temperature of 10.5° c was recorded on the summit of Cairngorm on the 26th 
February. 

Winter conditions returned in the first week of 
March with Storm Gareth bringing storm force 
winds, heavy snow and severe drifting. The first 
human triggered avalanches occurred on the 9th 
March with a party of two carried down in Number 
5 gully on Ben Nevis, on the 10th March. Further 
incidents to parties occurred in the Creag 
Meagaidh and Northern Cairngorms areas with 
people avalanched and carried, on the latter 
occasion the involved party gave an honest 
opinion in their  avalanche report:

“The slope was a stupid place to be, given the forecast and conditions we should 
have gone further south but whiteout and limited daylight led to the poor decision 
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SAIS Creag Meagaidh

Photo: SAIS Southern Cairngorms 12 March.



to take a shorter route up this slope. We were carried back down the 30m slope 
we had walked up, then a further 30m on the flat. We got away with bruises and a 
lost walking pole, and have learned a lesson.”

Severe winter conditions continued with 
avalanche activity observed in Creag 
Meagaidh, Glencoe and Lochaber. On 
the 12th March 4 persons were 
avalanched on Ben Nevis in Number 5 
gully, tragically 3 persons lost their lives.  

After this 10 day period milder conditions 
returned with natural and cornice 
triggered avalanche activity occurring which marked the natural stabilisation 
process .

A final period of significant winter snows arrived at the start of April with 
instabilities on the steeper slopes, but a process of consolidation and stabilisation 
due to warm temperatures and snowpack humidity gradually improved the 
snowpack, and developing stable spring conditions brought an end to the winter 
season.

In summary, considering that the the number of days of snowpack instability for 
the 18/19 winter were almost half than that of the previous winter (17/18), the 
number of avalanches with human involvement were similar for both winters. 
During the winter  of 18/19 however, at least twice as many persons were carried 
down in avalanches (23+) than in the previous winter 17/18, with 10 persons 
carried down. 

This illustrates quite clearly that the perception of a benign winter for 18/19 is not 
the case in reality and that consideration of avalanche hazard in the dynamic and 

challenging Scottish winter should always be at the forefront of decision making 
when planning excursions in the mountains and hills. 
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Movie 1.1 SAIS Lochaber - severe weather 
conditions on the 12th March Ben Nevis 
approx. 650m altitude. (Viewed in apple 
ibooks)

Photo: SAIS Northern Cairngorms. Snow drifting and strong winds 10 March



Chapter 2

SAIS 
Operation 

Avalanche hazard information is provided on a daily 
basis in the following 6 main mountain areas of 
Scotland : -The Torridon region, Northern 
Cairngorms, Southern Cairngorms, Creag Meagaidh, 
Lochaber and Glencoe.  Avalanche hazard 
assessment is achieved by traveling through the 
mountains on foot or ski, carrying out snow profiles 
and field observations in order to establish the 
distribution of instabilities in the mountain landscape.

Photo SAIS Northern Cairngorms



Having carried out snow observations and avalanche hazard evaluations in the 
field, the SAIS forecaster will begin to compile the avalanche forecast at the area 
base. Weather forecasts provided by the Aberdeen Met Office team, and 
discussion with the on duty weather forecaster, enables us to determine weather 
effects on snow distribution and snowpack stability.  An avalanche hazard 
forecast is then produced, and after discussion and verification  between 
forecasters and the SAIS coordinator, the avalanche report is published.

Avalanche hazard reports are produced by SAIS Avalanche Forecasters who 
have many years experience of avalanche hazard assessment ( in most cases 
over 15yrs). Forecasters undergo a verification process on a regular basis in order 
to meet the relevant SAIS forecaster standards and take part in annual training 
courses for professional development. Additionally, forecasters are experienced 
and committed climbers, skiers and outdoor enthusiasts who are highly 
competent in all the skills necessary for safe travel in the most challenging of 
winter conditions. The team comprise IFMGA mountain guides, instructors and 
avalanche experts from many countries. Their experience and professionalism is 
integral to providing a trusted avalanche forecasting service and safe operational 
practice. 

An additional 10 participants are currently going through a 2 year forecaster 
training and assessment programme. 
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Chapter 3

Avalanche 
Hazard 
Information 
Analysis of snow layers is carried out by observations  
made in a snow-profile. Data such as snow grain size 
and type, hardness of layers, and temperatures are 
recorded at regular intervals from ground surface to 
snow surface. This valuable information enables us to 
determine the stability processes that are taking place 
between grains and layers. The next step is for the 
forecaster to determine the distribution of any 
identified instabilities in the landscape. This is carried 
out by traveling to different aspects and altitudes and 
collecting information. All these daily observations 
help us determine the overall avalanche hazard for the 
day. Once back at base, field observations plus 
bespoke information from the Met Office weather 
forecasters enable us to produce our daily avalanche 
reports. Photo: SAIS Lochaber.  



The number of operational days for the avalanche service was 120 days for each 
SAIS avalanche forecast area.

All areas were subject to a higher number of low hazard days than in previous 
years (double in most cases) however human avalanche incidents remained 
similar in number to previous years.

Of the 22 recorded avalanches with people involvement during winter 18/19:

1 occurred on a High hazard day.

10 occurred on Considerable hazard days.

8 occurred on Moderate hazard days.

3 occurred on Low hazard days.

it is to be expected that most avalanche occurrences would be at Considerable 
hazard level.  The instances during the winter of human involvement in 
avalanches at Low and Moderate levels highlights the importance of recognising 
that snowpack instability, and human triggering potential, can still be present at 
lower hazard levels. The European Avalanche Danger scale for Low Hazard is 
defined as:

“ Human triggered avalanches are generally possible only from high additional 
loads ( eg multiple people in proximity) in isolated areas of very steep extreme 
terrain (+35 degrees). Only small and medium size natural avalanches possible. 
Generally safe travel conditions.” 

In the UK, recreational activity frequently takes place in steep and extreme places 
where isolated snowpack hazards may lurk.

Avalanche Hazard reports 
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Northern Cairngorms

Glencoe Lochaber

Torridon Creag Meagaidh

The Cuillin,  Isle of Skye from Arisaig. G Moss Lochaber

Southern Cairngorms

Hazard Level Low Moderate Considerable High



Chapter 4

Avalanche 
Occurrences

Recorded avalanches are a compilation of avalanche 
occurrences, observed by SAIS forecaster during 
their daily field observations in the 6 areas of 
operation, and submitted reports from members of 
the public.

SAIS Northern Cairngorms.  Triggered  release 



Witnessed avalanches recorded on the SAIS website provide important 
information to the avalanche service and to all mountain travelers, especially in 
supplying current stability information. This is key information which helps with 
the planning process and how avalanche hazard is distributed in mountain 
terrain. Additionally this information helps us to determine the cycles of long term 
snow pack evolution following unstable periods during storm cycles.    

Logically, field observations and the reporting of avalanche occurrences require 
good visibility and clear vantage points. Therefore without visual observations in 
the landscape throughout the season, it can be assumed that a far greater 
number of avalanches occur in places unseen and have not been recorded. The 
total number of seasonal avalanches recorded on the SAIS website only provides 
a general estimate, however it does give us an indication of a winter seasons 
snowpack stability cycles.

The total number of avalanche occurrences recorded by the SAIS for the winter 
of 2018/19 was 144. 

Of this number, 122 were natural and/or cornice triggered, 21 human triggered. 

22 in total had human involvement, (1 avalanche incident is unconfirmed as 
human triggered). 

2 human triggered avalanches involved groups who were all carried down, (total 
numbers unknown but unconfirmed numbers in excess of 5 per group).  

A number of avalanche occurrences with human involvement were minor, in that 
small releases occurred, but others were more significant and resulted in people 
being carried down by the avalanche, some with very lucky escapes. 

Human triggered avalanches
Included in the 22 avalanches involving people. (21 confirmed human triggered)

8 avalanches were purposefully triggered by SAIS personnel/ski patrol/others 
during the avalanche hazard assessment process, 

1 triggered avalanche involved persons on ski or snowboard. 

21 triggered avalanche occurrences involved people on foot (walking or 
climbing). 

In total 44+ persons were involved  in avalanche incidents as members of a party 
(the sum total of all persons in triggering groups and potentially part of any 
decision making process)

23+ people in total were carried down by avalanches (NB: numbers in group 
incidents not confirmed).

3  fatalities due to avalanche activity were recorded during the season

Section 1
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Total number of reported human triggered avalanches 2009 - 2018 (fatalities)Total number of reported human triggered avalanches 2009 - 2018 (fatalities)Total number of reported human triggered avalanches 2009 - 2018 (fatalities)Total number of reported human triggered avalanches 2009 - 2018 (fatalities)Total number of reported human triggered avalanches 2009 - 2018 (fatalities)

2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

36(5) 18(1) 28(0) 19(8) 25(0)

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2019/20

30(1) 46(3) 10(0) 30(0) 22-(3)



Chapter 5

Reaching The 
Public

SAIS Avalanche Reports are accessible by mobile 
phone, tablets and computers. Condensed 
avalanche report summaries are also available via 
twitter feed. SAIS reports are also posted in a 
variety of locations such as ski stations, tourist 
offices and retail outlets. 

Photo SAIS Northern Cairngorms



Avalanche Report views for the 4 month period between mid Dec 
2018 to mid April 2019  was 175,000.

SAIS Blogs

Our blogs are used by the public 
to access information about 
mountain conditions and snow 
cover. The SAIS team provide 
photos and underfoot mountain 
conditions information whenever 
possible. We recognise that this 
daily information can  provide 
useful  reference for the planning 
process. During the winter period 
between mid Dec 2018 and mid 
April 2019 (4 months) the blogs 
were viewed 621,870 times. 
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link to download on Apple iStore

 Photo SAIS  P Noble , South Cairngorms

The Be Avalanche Aware app is a way to access our daily 
avalanche reports as well as providing a run through of the decision 
making process for determining avalanche hazard and locating 
where you are in the mountains

http://www.sais.gov.uk
http://www.sais.gov.uk
http://scairngormsblog.sais.gov.uk
http://scairngormsblog.sais.gov.uk
https://www.sais.gov.uk/mobile-app/
https://www.sais.gov.uk/mobile-app/
https://www.sais.gov.uk/mobile-app/
https://www.sais.gov.uk/mobile-app/
https://www.sais.gov.uk/mobile-app/
https://www.sais.gov.uk/mobile-app/
https://www.sais.gov.uk/mobile-app/
https://www.sais.gov.uk/mobile-app/


Chapter 6

Developments 

The SAIS is continually developing its product by 
engaging with avalanche forecast agencies 
worldwide both in Europe (EAWS) and further afield.

Attendance at international conferences such as the 
biennial Snow Science Workshops (ISSW) and 
membership of international avalanche groups 
provides opportunities to exchange views and 
experiences and to keep abreast of developments 
and research.  Collaborating on subjects relating to 
snow science, human behaviour and communication 
methods ensures a consistency of approach.

 Photo: SAIS Lochaber - Inversion on Aonach Mor.



The European Avalanche warning services comprise 29 avalanche warning services 
from 16 countries of which the SAIS is a member. Additionally the SAIS coordinator 
is a member of an 11 person Technical Advisory Board. 

In 1993, the European Avalanche Warning Services agreed to introduce a uniform 
avalanche danger scale. The common scale defines the danger level based on the 
likelihood and size of avalanches. The complete description of the scale also 
contains additional, not internationally agreed columns on typical characteristics, 
recommendations and effects.

The five avalanche danger levels provide a simplified representation of the complex 
processes in nature.

Understanding and interpreting the European Avalanche Danger Scale.

In the definition of the danger scale, the characteristics of the avalanche danger are 
defined for each level with the following parameters:
Snowpack stability.
Spatial distribution.
Size and frequency of expected avalanches.

The changes or the combination of the above variables determine the avalanche 
danger level in a forecast region (not in a slope) . Avalanche forecasters in Scotland, 
and in all European avalanche services, use common guidelines to determine the 
danger levels in order to maintain consistency between countries and avalanche 
forecasters.  In the case of Low avalanche hazard for example, mostly small 
avalanches are triggered and usually in steep isolated places with a high additional 
load (NB. significant consequences if a person is carried in steep terrain), whereas in 
the case of High avalanche hazard, many and sometimes very large avalanches are 
likely to be triggered with low additional loads (e.g. one person) with spontaneous 

release common and widespread distribution. The European avalanche danger level 
scale consists of five levels. In nature, however, the avalanche danger changes 
continuously and rises disproportionately. (see figure 1) 

Therefore the avalanche hazard situation can have very different characteristics 
within a danger level. This range is most apparent at Considerable hazard level. At 
the upper limit of this danger level many alarm signs and clues can be observed eg; 
whumphs, shooting cracks, avalanche activity, and the danger is very apparent. At 
the lower limit of this hazard level these obvious clues may be missing and the 
possibility of riskier terrain choices becomes more possible because of the absence 
of cues.

Section 1 Developments - European Avalanche Warning Services
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 Photo SAIS Torridon - Beinn Eighe and Liathach

Fig 1.  The blue line indicates the natural course of avalanche danger 
which increases non-linearly,  illustrating that the avalanche hazard 
level will always comprise a range of natural developing conditions.

http://www.apple.com/
http://www.apple.com/
https://www.avalanches.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/European_Avalanche_Danger_Scale-EAWS.pdf
https://www.avalanches.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/European_Avalanche_Danger_Scale-EAWS.pdf
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org
https://www.avalanches.org


In terms of the frequency of use of the avalanche hazard levels amongst all 
avalanche forecast agencies, Low hazard level is forecast about 20% of the winter 
days with around 5% of fatalities. Moderate hazard level is forecast almost half of 
the days and is the most frequently used danger level, with approx. 30% of 
fatalities. Considerable hazard is issued on about one third of the days and is the 
category were most fatal accidents occur (approx. 50%). High hazard is issued on 
average only on 2% of winter days, approx. 2-4 days per season with around 10% 
of fatalities. Very high hazard  is reserved for extraordinary avalanche situations 
and is therefore rarely used throughout Europe and would not be expected to be 
used in Scotland.

Avalanche problems or Key snow stability observations.

Five typical avalanche problems  have been defined by the European Avalanche 
Warning Services EAWS and have been adopted as the key illustrating symbols 
by avalanche agencies throughout the world. They compliment the Avalanche 
Danger or Hazard Scale. The aim is to describe typical situations as they occur in 
avalanche terrain and to support avalanche professionals and recreationists in 
their evaluation of the avalanche hazard. In Scotland they are used by forecasters 
following observations in the field and are posted in reports. It is important to 
recognise that they relate to characteristics of the avalanche problem and indicate 
amongst other factors, the potential avalanche type and how to manage it in the 
field.

In summary they are as follows:

for detailed information go to link

for you tube clip description go here
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Gliding Snow

Snowpack glides on a surface.Glide cracks 
(tension fractures) appearing at the snow 
surface. Avalanche release is unpredictable in 
the short and long term. Can be very destructive.

Weaknesses within the snowpack that may be 
present in isolated or widespread locations, and/
or a buried layer that has persisted for some 
time. Challenging to manage in the field.

New snow accumulation without wind. Weaknesses 
due to lack of cohesion between new snow particles. 
Fails on old surface. Usually stabilises after a few 
days. Can be a problem if overlain by windslab.

Cornices that may present a hazard due to collapse 
and/or providing an avalanche trigger. Unpredictable, 
often unseen at higher levels debris can travel to 
lower elevations. Avoid threatened areas

Cornices

New Snow

Persistent weak layers

Windslab
Weaknesses developing in the snowpack due to 
wind transportation of snow and the formation of 
windslab. Can be recognised - grey in colour, 
cracks at surface - guaranteed formation with 
wind signs

Wet snow instabilities due to warm temperatures 
and/ or rainfall saturating the snowpack. Surface 
slides evident. Usually time of day and temperature 
related. Good timing required when traveling

Wet snow

The following additional “Key Snow Stability Observation” or “Avalanche 
Problem” is used by the SAIS and some other agencies because of its 
significance hazard in their environment .

https://www.avalanches.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Typical_avalanche_problems-EAWS.pdf
https://www.avalanches.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Typical_avalanche_problems-EAWS.pdf
https://www.avalanches.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Typical_avalanche_problems-EAWS.pdf
https://www.avalanches.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Typical_avalanche_problems-EAWS.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DkbnT_9-cHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DkbnT_9-cHU


SAFOS was originally formed in 2001 and has a number of roles including:

• The provision of advice to sportscotland on the Scottish Avalanche Information 
Service.

• Providing a forum for discussion of, and support for, research on avalanches in 
Scotland.

• Promoting a better understanding of the avalanche problem amongst all who use the 
hills in winter conditions in conjunction with representative bodies.

• Giving advice on course content and syllabi for all levels of avalanche training and 
supporting appropriately qualified providers.

SAFOS has been chaired by Dr Ross Purves since 2005. Now, after over 15 years in 
this important position, he is handing over the role to the newly appointed Olly 
Stephenson.

SAFOS also organises seminars, designed for both mountaineering professionals and 
the public, addressing issues such as Scotland’s avalanche problem, decision making 
and heuristic traps, avalanche education and avalanche forecast provision. An 
important element of the seminars is the bringing together of experts, both from 
Scotland and abroad, to discuss issues relating to Scotland’s unique avalanche 
challenges. SAFOS is proud of its role in facilitating these seminars and, more 
importantly, allowing many diverse organisations to discuss and contribute to 
developments in Scotland.

In June 2019 SAFOS held a seminar/
workshop for organisations and individuals 
involved in delivery, education and enabling 
participation. Its objectives were to help 
develop how avalanche hazard is 
understood and presented to a range of user 
groups who are engaged in all mountain 
activities and disciplines. Including 
professional mountain guides and 
Instructors, mountain rescue  personnel, and 
those who engage in winter activities for 
recreation. 
Over two days presentations and workshops 
covered the following topics:

• Furthering our understanding of Scotland’s 
winter environment and its challenges. 

• Addressing the established ‘Be Avalanche 
Aware’ framework and consider steps for 
its development and presentation to a 
range of groups and communities that 
engage in the winter environment. eg. 
formal avalanche education structures - 
modules - learning platforms - public 
information. 

• Understand how those who engage in the 
winter environment are influenced by 
others via peers and social-media. 

• Understand how individuals interact with danger and risk. 
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 Photo SAIS Torridon - Beinn Eighe and Liathach

 

Outline Programme 

Wednesday 19 June 
Start 10:00

Welcome and Aims

Topics:

•Scottish winter challenges and information 
provision.

•The ‘Be Avalanche Aware’ initiative. How is it 
being used.

•Learning from other operations,  Avalanche 
Canada. Met Office.

•Understand how people behave and are  
influenced.

•Challenges and Inspiration.

•Break out group session to consider and 
develop next steps for workshop.


close 16:00

Thursday 20 June 
Start 09:30 

Topics:

•Workshops to consider and develop:

• Progressing the “Be Avalanche Aware 

Initiative”.

• Solutions for presenting avalanche hazard 

information and education. Effective tools 
for helping and influencing decision making.


Close 15:00

19-20 June 2019

 University of the Highlands and Islands. 

Inverness

                                    A SEMINAR/WORKSHOP               
AVALANCHE HAZARD - PROVIDING INFORMATION AND 

EDUCATION TO THOSE WHO ENGAGE IN WINTER ACTIVITIES IN 
SCOTLANDS MOUNTAINS. 

An opportunity for representative bodies, interested parties, 
organisations and individuals who are involved in delivery, education 
and enabling participation, to take part in this important gathering. 
The aim of the workshop is to help develop how avalanche hazard is 
understood and presented to a range of user groups; skiers, 
snowboarders, climbers, walkers, mountain guides, instructors, ski 
patrol, mountain rescue personnel and other professionals, as well as 
all those who engage in winter activities for recreation. 

Over two days presentations and workshops will provide the 
opportunity to:  

• Further our understanding of Scotlands winter environment and its 
challenges.  

• Address the established ‘Be Avalanche Aware’ framework and take 
steps for its development and presentation to a range of groups 
and communities that engage in the winter environment. eg. formal 
avalanche education structures - modules - learning platforms - 
public information. 

• Understand how those who engage in the winter environment are 
influenced by others via peers and social-media. 

• Understand how individuals interact with danger and risk. 
These topics and relevant experiences will be presented by 
representatives and experts from Avalanche Canada, Scottish 
Avalanche Information Service, Mountain Training Scotland, 
Glenmore Lodge - National Outdoor Training Centre, Meteorological 
Office, Elite athlete coaching and human behaviour researchers. 

Accommodation: options in Aviemore: https://www.visitaviemore.com/accommodation/ 
Transport: A daily shuttle by Glenmore Lodge minibus will be available from Aviemore/Strathspey locations, contact  
ian.sherrington@glenmorelodge.org.uk to reserve. (NB places are limited). 
Food: Lunches, teas/coffees will be provided free of charge. A group evening dinner in a local restaurant will be arranged for wed 19, to 
 book a place contact: ian.sherrington@glenmorelodge.org.uk  

Key support   
and sponsors:

Section 2    Developments

"We are very grateful for the commitment and time that Dr Ross Purves has provided 
to the Snow and Avalanche Foundation of Scotland for many years. In that time he 
and the SAFOS board have provided invaluable advice to sportcotland and the 
Scottish Avalanche Information Service. Bringing academic vigour and balance to 
research and seminars that have engaged the public and professionals from the 
outdoor community. From this work, many outcomes have resulted in initiatives that 
support avalanche education and how avalanche hazard information is presented to 
the public.“  Stewart Harris  Chief Executive  sportscotland

http://safos.org.uk
http://safos.org.uk
http://safos.org.uk
http://safos.org.uk
http://safos.org.uk


These topics were presented by representatives and experts from Avalanche 
Canada, Scottish Avalanche Information Service, Mountain Training Scotland, 
Glenmore Lodge - National Outdoor Training Centre, Meteorological Office, Elite 
athlete coaching and human behaviour researchers. 

The seminar established 3 clear areas for workshop discussion: Communication, 
Education and Strategy.
The workshops which took place on the second day provided outcomes for 
SAFOS to take forward from 2019 and included 4 main headings: 
Research - To understand how users are informed and interpret information. 
Collaboration between Canadian and Scottish Universities and SAIS is developing 
this research which will help support: communication, education and strategy.  

Education - To develop an education programme appropriate for many levels of 
user based on the Be Avalanche Aware process.
Communication - To develop information exchange methods which consider the 
best way to inform, using appropriate people with the right message . Providing 
the right message in collaboration with established social media groups.
Strategy - To develop a strategy for identifying the importance, priority and 
resources  required to address the workshop outcomes in as effective a manner 
as possible.
Members of SAFOS will now address the outcomes from the seminar with the 
principal of expedient action.
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 Photo: SAIS  Paul Noble - Southern Cairngorms - Looking towards Braeraich and Ben 



Chapter 7

Support and 
Sponsorship

The SAIS are supported by many agencies and 
organisations who provide help in many ways, 
supplying essential information, equipment and 
clothing. Additionally, as identified below, the provision 
of facilities from where we carry out our operations and 
mountain access is critical to our operation. 

We are very grateful for the help we are given and 
would like to thank all those who provide the support  
we need which enables us to carry out our work more 
effectively   .

Photo: SAIS S Cairngorms P Noble



 

We are pleased to continue our relationship with Mountain 
Equipment who provide  us with well designed and functional 
equipment that works well in all the weather conditions that we 
are faced with during a Scottish winter. Good clothing  allows us 
to carry out our job with confidence, comfort and with protection 
from the elements.

 

Collaboration continues with WL GORE & Associates, our work 
environment providing appropriate diverse weather conditions 
and the variety of mountain activities needed for the field testing 
of GORE-TEX & Windstopper fabrics and the development of the 
GORETEX PRO fabric. Real world feedback from the SAIS 
forecast team is used as part of their research and development 
process for developing next generation technologies.

Back Country Access provide us with avalanche transceivers, 
shovels and avalanche probes via UK distributors Mountain 
Sports. Used daily by the SAIS avalanche  forecast team when 
working in the mountains

We are provided with GPS and location devices which are crucial 
to our operation, providing safety and navigation capabilities 
enabling us to operate with confidence when we are faced with 
challenging winter conditions.

La Sportiva, through UK distributor Lyon Equipment, supports 
the SAIS as a brand partner in conjunction with WL Gore, 
supplying mountain footwear to SAIS team members. 

Section 1

Support and Sponsorship
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